That Iglesias' polka just suited the class, being bright, quick and clever.
That Professor Burroughs' presence was most welcome and gratifying.
That two banjos are better than the whole club.
That the Committee are to be congratulated and thanked.
That Beattie put Technology in just its right position.

SONG OF THE REBELLIOUS ANGEL.
If a body meet a body
Walking in the quad;
If a body see a body,
Can't a body nod?
Ev'ry lassie has her laddie,
Angels break the rules;
L. S. Junior is no different
From the other schools.
If a body meet a body
On the cement walk,
If a body greet a body
Can't she stop and talk?
Sweeter far is conversation
In the open air,
Than on Fridays in the parlor
When the matron's there.
If a body see a body,
I should like to know,
Must she watch, like ancient Jacob,
Angels come and go
Without waking up to greet them?
No, I firmly cry.
Ev'ry lassie has her laddie,
So, I say, will I.

—The Palo Alto.

PROB. PHIL.
A miss is as good as a mile;
A kiss twice as good as a smile.
Not to miss any kiss,
But to kiss every miss,
Will turn miles
Into smiles,
And smiles into kisses
From misses.
For the maiden who'll smile
Is a miss worth the while
Of your walking a mile.
But the damsel you kiss
Is worth two of the miss
Who's only as good as a mile.

—Trinity Tablet.

The Indoor Winter Meeting.
SUCCESS in most respects, in some respects a failure, the Athletic Meeting in the Gymnasium on December 12th was won by the Juniors, with the Freshmen a very good second. Two records were broken; that for the running high kick was raised to 9 feet 3½ inches, and that for the rope climbing was lowered to 5 seconds. The 35-yard dash and the 35-yard hurdle awakened the greatest interest in the audience, the remainder of the events going off more or less slowly.

Considering the poor condition of Heywood, '93, the fine work that he did was rather marvelous. He won 17 points for his class. Carrier, '95, took seven points, Manley, '92, 5 points, Waterman, '92, 5 points, Boyd, '93, 5 points, Dove, '95, 5 points; the rest scattering. Heywood won three firsts, and broke one record.

There were about ninety entries for the games, over half of which were by Juniors, and about thirty per cent. by Freshmen. Indeed, '95 did remarkably well for so young a class. Let the other classes look to their laurels, for the Freshmen have shown very good material. The small attendance at the meeting was almost disgraceful. The management worked hard, but the meeting financially was hardly a success. Below are the events in detail:

The first event was the running high kick, in which there were three contestants. Lord, '93, kicked once for third place; Kales, '92, dropped at 8 ft. 8 in.; Heywood, '93, easily kicked 9 ft. 3½ in., breaking the former Tech. record of 9 ft. 2 in.

The second event was the 35-yard dash, in which there were thirty entries, of which but